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I The Sundial and Hour-glass CLOCKS AND wATCHES I 

WONDERFUL MACH'INES MEASU·RE · TIME 
• 

cL 0 CK. S AND " HAT time is it?" you ask. Cmturies of scien- ment sand runs from 
- WATCHES. At tific progress, with vast labour and years of one hollow glass cone 

# 0 

fjrst men had no way patient study, have been necessary to answer that to another through a 
of measuring time by question correctly. Go back through the factory where tiny hole in the cen
day except by the posi- the little ticking watch is made trace the history of tre, the quantity of 
tion of the sun in the those tiny wheels, of those measurements so delicate sand being carefully 
sky and the shadows that the naked eye cannot follow them. You fA! ill find. measured out to takr. 
it cast; and by night that men had to ~elve into the intricacies of mathe- just an hour or a cer
they could only guess matics, the mysteries of astronomy, the wonders of tain part of an hour 
from the position of physics and chemistry, before they could force the to run from one corn
the stars. This was, of hands on the dial to tell you when to start for school partment to th.e other. 

or to catch your train. The vast swe~p of the earth's course, a very rough- Hour- glasses were 
·and _ ready method, whirling journe.y round the sun had to be measured often used in churches 
and did not mark before those treks· could be spaced to mark off an durin the 17th and 
time out into such accurate second. As you look at a clock, remember 18th g t . t k 

that every time the minute hand passes from one of · cen ur1es 0 mar 
exact intervals as we its marks to its next it shows that this huge globe on the length of the ser
ha ve in the hour, which we live has covered more than 1, 000 miles of its m on. Sma~er sand-
minute, and second. headlong journey. Now read how clocks and watches glasses, taking · three 

For o~dinary pur- were invented and how they are made to-day. ~inutes to run out, 
poses even the highly · · . are still used in some 
civilized Greeks of the age of Petioles usually districts for marking the time for boiling eggs. 
indicated ·time by only such vague terms as Some time during the Middle Ages,· no one 
"dawn," "full market," "noon," and "sun:- knows just when, a form of clock which i~ still 
set.'' The ancient Babylonians in common use was invented 
were the first to hit on a A CLOCK A1~~'6Ng~~ERSTANDS the form in which a weight, 
sharper way of measuring attached to ·a cord or chain, 
time, by making sundials. turilS" a set of geared wheels 
They stood an upright rod so which operate a pointer tra-
that it cast its moving shadow veiling round a dial, as in 
on a smooth surface marked our "grandfather's clocks." 
off into equal intervals, roughly The Pendulum Clock 
equivalent to our hours. The Various devices were in-
Greeks used this instrument vented to regulate the speed 
when they needed sh~rper at which the weight falls, but 
divisions of the day, and it the best and simplest device, 
remained the most general the pendulum, did not come 
time-measuring device down into use until after Galileo in 
to the 14th and 15th centuries the 17th . century had dis-
of our era. . covered that the successive 

Telling the Time by Water small vibrations of a pendulum 
But sundials can only tell J'are·made in equal times. (See 

time whef:t the sun is shinjng. Galileo ; Pendulum.) .~ 
A more reliable kind of clock ~ . fn olden times people did 
was invented by the Egypt- not have to catch trains, and 
ians, and copied by the Greeks life was far less complicated ; 
and Romans. T~ clock, so minutes were not very im-
known as the " clepsydra " portant, and some of the early 
or water-clock, marked off the clocks had no face at all the 
hours by the dripping of water bell at the end of the ho~ was 
through · a tiny hole in the the only means of knowing 
bottom of a jar. As the surface what time it was. Indeed, 
f th t I d k This clock shows how the earth revolves the word ''clock" comes from 

0 e wa er owere , mar s on its axis and moves round the sun, 
came into sight which told the keeps track of the seasons, and even the French word cloche, mean-
hours or a receptacle below foretells eclipses. . ing bell. 
was filled, or the weight of the water was used To u~derstand how clocks are o~rated, let 
to operate a pointer travelling round a dial. us study the mechanism of a "grandfather's 

In the Middle Ages the "hour-glass " or clock." In view are the weight, which fur
" sand-glass " came into use. In this instru- nishes the power , and the pendulum, which 

contained in the Easy Reference Fact•lndez at the end of thl$ t.1ork 
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